Abstract. In this paper we study the affine Gauss maps of nondegenerate surfaces in R4 with respect to the Burstin-Mayer normalization (1927) and with respect to the normalization obtained by Nomizu and the first author in 1993. We determine up to affine transformations all surfaces in R4 with constant affine Gauss maps.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study the Gauss maps of nondegenerate surfaces in K4 with respect to the Burstin-Mayer normalization [ 1 ] and with respect to the normalization obtained by Nomizu and the first author in [6] . The first normalization has the advantage of being closely related to the induced affine metric, while the second always induces an equiaffine structure on the surface. Another property of this second normalization with respect to extremal surfaces can be found in [2] . For a systematic study of the different normalizations we refer to [6] and [7] . is evidently independent of the choice of a. x is called a nondegenerate surface in R4 if ga is nondegenerate. If we write g" = J^ij 8?j0i ® &j> where {0X, 02} is the dual basis for {Ex, E2} , then the so-called affine metric g for nondegenerate surface x is defined by (1.2) * = (detis^r'/y.
It is easy to see that g is independent of the choice of a and therefore globally defined. By (1.1) and (1.2) we know that g is an equiaffine invariant for x.
A nondegenerate surface is said to be definite (resp. indefinite) if g is definite (resp. indefinite). Let x : M -> R4 be a definite surface in E4. By exchanging the last two coordinates of R4 if necessary we may assume that the affine metric g for x is positive definite. We introduce a local complex coordinate z for (M, g) defined on an open set U c M ; then g -2ew\dz\2 for some function 01 £ C°°(U). We define (1.3) Ç:=xzz-oezxz: U->C4.
Since By (1.1) with a = {du, dv} and dz := \(du -idv) we get g = iXu, xv, axu, axv\ \xu, xv, axv, axu\
Using the formula df = fzdz + fjd'z we get
Since ga is conformai to g, by (2.1) and (2.2) we have \xz, Xf, xzz, xzz\ = \xz, Xy , Xyj , xz-z\ = u, yxz, Xf, xzz, x^ji ^ u.
Thus xzj is tangential and {xz, Xj, xzz, Xj?} is a local frame in R4®C along U. By (2.1), (2.2), and (1.2) we get
Let t be another complex coordinate for (M, g) with g = ep(dx ®dx + dx® dx).
Then we have Since {xz, xz, ¿¡, í} is a local frame in C4 along U c M and xzj is tangential, we can write the structure equations of x as follows: Thus we know that ç?zz = oizz -\<pj\2 is real, i.e., (Imç>)zz-= 0. So we can find a holomorphic function f(z) on U such that lm<p = f(z) + f(z). Let x be another complex coordinate for (M, g) with g = ep(dx ®dx + dx® dx).
We denote n = xTT -pTxT. Since the Gauss map is constant, we can find y/ such that n -evvo . By (2.5) and (2.6) we have (2.12) 9 = ¥ + 2ln(^y Then Im <p = Im y/ -iln(^|) -i ln(| §). Since Im tp = f(z) + f(z), by letting t = ¡I e'f^dz on U we get Im^ = 0. Such a complex coordinate x is uniquely determined up to a real positive factor. Thus by changing complex coordinate if necessary we may assume that Im tp = 0, i.e., <p is a real function on U.
By (2.4) and (2.6) we have [xz, xz, ¿;, £] = -e3w , which implies that X+<pz+ 7pz = 2oiz . Since tp is real, from the last equation of (2.11) we get 3tpz = 2oiz . By (2.11) we obtain (2.13) oizz = \oizo>z, oizz = \oi\.
It follows from the identity wzzz = cozzz that |ct>z|2 = 0, i.e., oi and <p are constant. In particular, g is flat. Since M is simply connected, M has to be noncompact. So we can take U = M. From (2.7) and (2.8) we obtain (2.14) xzz=c¡, xzz = 0.
The second equation of (2.14) implies that x = h(z) + h(z) for some holomorphic mapping h: M -» C4. Since £ is constant, the first equation of (2.14) gives h(z) = z2£ + zn + c for some constant vectors n, c £ C4 . Since x is nondegenerate, {£,£, n,rj} are linearly independent. We denote by A the matrix A = (n + rj, i(n-rj), £ + £, /(£-£)) and z = u + iv £ M ; then we have x = A'(u, v , u2 -v2, 2uv) + (c + c),
i.e., x is affinely equivalent to the surface {(u, v , u2 -v2, 2mu)|(m, v) £ K2} in R4 . Thus we complete the prove of Theorem 1.
The proof of Theorem 2
Let x : M -» M4 be an immersed surface with indefinite affine metric g. We may assume that M is simply connected. Thus we can introduce a global asymptotic coordinate system (u,v) for g suchthat (3.1) g = ew(du® dv + dv® du), oi£C°°(M). Thus xuv is tangential. By (3.1)-(3.3), (1.2), and (1.4) we get (3.4) [xu,Xy,Ç,n] = -e301.
Since the Gauss maps [£], [n]: M -» K/>3 are constant, we can find q>, y/ £ C°°(M) and constant vectors £o, tyo € R4 such that £ = e9t¡o and n = e¥r¡o. Since {xu, xw , £, n] is a moving frame in R4 along M and xut) is tangential, we can write the structure equations for x in R4 as follows: where l,/i£ C°°(M). Using (3.5) and the identity xuuv = xuvu we get (3.9) X = tpv, oiuv=Xu + Xp, poiu = pu + p2.
Using (3.6) and the identity xvuv = xvvu we get (3.10) P=IP~U, 01uy=Py+Xp, XOly =Xy+X2.
By (3.9) and (3.10) we get (<p -y/)uv = 0. Thus we can find functions f (u) and g(v) on M such that
We note that the functions <p and y/ depend on the choices of asymptotic coordinate systems. If (u*, v*) be another asymptotic coordinate system for g with u* -u*(u) and v* = v*(v). Then we have the corresponding £*, n* and functions <p*, y/* with £* = e9"c¡o, n* -ev'r\o-Sincne i,du® du and ndv® dv are independent of the choices of asymptotic coordinate systems, we get <p = (p*+ \n(%)2 and y/ = y/* +ln(^f)2 . By (3.11) we have
So we can always choose an asymptotic coordinate system (u*, v*) such that (p* = yi*. Such a system is uniquely determined up to constant factors. Now we assume that (u,v) is an asymptotic coordinate system with tp = y/. By taking derivatives of (3.4) with respect to u, v and using (3.9) and (3.10) we deduce (3.13) 3y/u = 2oiu, 2><pv = 2oiv.
Thus we have 3tp = 3y/ = 2oi + 2c for some constant c £ R. By taking the asymptotic coordinate systems (e~cu, e~cv) if necessary we may assume that c = 0. Thus we have (3.14) 3<p = 3y/ = 2oi.
From (3.9) and (3.10) we get If (i) is true, i.e., 2oi = 3<p = 3y/ are constant, we know that the affine metric g is flat. From (3.6) we get xuv = 0. Thus we can find 1-variable vector-valued functions a and ß such that x = a(u) + ß(v). By (3.5) and (3.6) we get (3.16) <*"(«) = £, ß"(v) = rt.
Since Z, and n are constant vectors in R4 , we obtain x = ¿u2Ç + u£* + jv2n + vn* + x0
for some constant vectors Ç*, n* and Xo in R4 . Since [Ç*, n*, £, n] -[xu, Xy , xuu, xVy] # 0, we know that x is affinely equivalent to the surface {(u, u2, v, v2)\(u, v) £ R2} in R4 . Now we consider the cases (ii) and (iii). By exchanging u and v if necessary we may assume that (ii) is true, i.e., oiu = 0 and oiv ^ 0 on M. By the last equation of (3.15) we know that w isa function on v such that oivv = ^a>l. Since oiy 5¿ 0, we get oi = -3\n(v-a) + 3b defined on (a, +oo) with arbitrary constants a and b. From (3.5)-(3.8) and tp = yi = \oi = -21n(v -a) + 2b we get an integrable system 
The proof of Theorem 3
In this section, we will use the normalization discovered by Nomizu and the first author in [6] . We will closely follow the notation introduced there. Let M be an indefinite surface in R4 . We denote the Nomizu-Vrancken normal plane by o. It then follows from §4 of [6] A straightforward computation, using the fact that V is equiaffine and the Codazzi equation for h , we find that VX¡XX =axXx, VXiX2 =-2a2Xx-axX2, Solving the first equation, after translating in the v direction to eliminate the integration constant, we find that a2 = -$;. Hence p(v) = v1/3 is a solution of the second equation. Integrating the system (4.3) then gives the surface given by (1.10).
Next, we consider the case that c -1. In a similar manner as above, we find that there exist coordinates u and v such that xu = Xx+X2, xv = p(Xx -X2),
where ax = -¿-and p = ul/3. Integration of (4.3) then gives the surface given by (1.9).
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Finally the case that c = -1 can be reduced to the previous one by replacing X\ -> -X\ and by interchanging 2 coordinates in R4 . This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
